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When news first reached my ears that Fuzz’s second album II would be a
67-minute double album, I feared the worst. An ensemble of Bay Area rock
lifers devoted to an old-school metal sound almost exclusively stemming
from Black Sabbath’s Master of Reality, Fuzz doesn’t seem like the sort of
band that could pull off an album of this scale. In the pre-CD days from
which Fuzz draws its influences, rock albums of this length leaned
ambitious and/or wildly experimental. Fuzz has never been either, and
they’re certainly not on ||.

Miraculously, Fuzz pulls this thing off. The songs are all cut from the same
sonic cloth, the only real experiment being “Red Flag,” whose hardcore
shouts and breakneck tempo evoke a different-colored Flag. But the songs
move in such a smooth arc thanks to the placement of the two longest
songs at the beginning and end of the record. II is essentially a 45-minute rock record sandwiched between two
lengthy jams, the former (“Time Collapse II/The 7th Terror”) an enjoyable headbanger and the latter (simply called “II”)
a skippable but ultimately interesting terror-noise jam. The record ultimately ends up feeling much shorter than it is.

It helps that the album never loses momentum, either. “Time Collapse” could be read as an intro, and if so, it’s the
perfect segue into the album’s two best pop songs: “Rat Race” and “Let It Live.” “Bringer of Light” segues into a
middle section that contains the album’s shortest and breeziest songs, and the slow, sparse “Silent Sits the Dust
Bowl” acts as a breather before the onslaught of “II.” The riffs start to sound interchangeable after a few songs,
though the tunes go by fast enough to keep II from being boring.

But this isn’t II’s core flaw. Rather, it’s the same one that beset the band on their debut and has occasionally tripped
up co-vocalist Ty Segall’s solo work: both singers sound pretty anonymous. One of the thrills of early metal was its
shamelessness. Ozzy didn’t need to hide his voice behind reverb to disguise the fact that he was singing about Satan.
Fuzz’s two singers bury their voices in the mix until you’re not even sure what they’re singing about. Only Segall’s
voice is particularly distinctive; his bandmate and longtime collaborator Charlie Moothart mostly half-heartedly intones
his way through these songs.

There are other early-metal revivalists with far more personality than Fuzz, including Ghost, who can be comically
excessive but capture their forebears’ spirit so perfectly on record it’s easy to overlook this. Don’t put on II expecting a
grin to spread across your face. There’s a reason they’re called Fuzz: it’s all about the sound, of which the band
members (especially Moothart, who tackles lead guitar) have an intuitive awareness of. II is really just three very
talented guys fucking around within the confines of a specific style. Not everyone will want to listen to 67 minutes of it,
but it’s less of a commitment than it sounds.
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